Cubic | Trafficware’s ATMS CCTV module provides the ability to communicate with and control Closed Circuit TV (CCTV) Cameras. With the simple click on a camera icon, the system operator can view live video. The module also allows for Traffic Incident Triggers to pop up pre-programmed camera views.

The CCTV Module is integrated into ATMS to allow an agency to view any IP camera within their network. Users select and view the camera feeds via icons that are placed on either a Bing Maps or a Google Maps interface.

The ATMS CCTV module also integrates with Camera Chameleon and Industrial Video & Control (IV&C) software for those agencies requiring specialized control such as Pan Tilt Zoom (PTZ), touring, video sharing, etc.
Product Features & Capabilities

CAPABILITIES

- Interfaces with:
  - IP Cameras: Requires the IP address or URL.
  - IV&C Cameras: Requires the "Relay Server" software, the video broadcast port number, and the feed number.
- Pre-programmable to react to Incident Triggers.
- Places camera icons on a map using Bing or Google map views. Users may select the icons to open camera feeds.
- Controls cameras with additional Camera Chameleon or IV&C software to provide enhanced functionality such as tours, multiple viewers on one camera and recording.
- Triggering capabilities (*only with IV&C cameras) allow the user to move a camera to a specified position to view conditions such as volume, congestion, incidents, etc.